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07 11 2013 at 12 00 at 13 00 The Doctor Is In 60 minutes Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist hosted a life 
call in show where listeners could ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, 
Dr. Ray talks about Dr. Freud and how religion was not important to him.  He then talks about psychologists and 
their relationships with their clients.  He also talks about how we should show interest in other peoples lives, 
because this makes people feel good and that it is a rare quality to have.  He takes his first call from a parent whose 
17 year old daughter is dating a 64 year old man.  He also talks another call about a guy who has been dating a girl 
for seven years.  Another caller talks about getting a females fallopian tubes tied.  Dr. Ray took calls the remainder 
of the hour.

07 18 2013 at 1300 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Colleen Kelly Mast brings to the program a wealth of academic 
credentials and personal life experience.  She deals with personal problems, family issues, and professional 
questions.  She starts off the show talking about the human will and exercising that will.  She gives the question of 
what to do if we want to win?  She takes calls and the first caller talked about how to potty train her grandson.  They 
also discussed different temperaments in children.  Another caller called in and asked about prayer.  Colleen took 
calls throughout the show.

07 25 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes  Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, Dr. 
Ray talked about a call from the prior day about a father who will not forgive his adult daughter for something that 
happened years ago.  In addition, the father is a daily Mass attendee.  Dr. Ray talked about forgiveness, that it is not 
an emotion, but something we need to decide to do.  Forgiveness should not be done to seek retribution, but simply 
to forgive, because Jesus told us to.  He then had a caller whose daughter talks badly about her to her grandson, and 
the grandson tells the grandmother.  Dr. Ray said the thing not to do is get the grandson in the middle of it, but to 
just try to dismiss the mothers comments and just go forward.  Dr. Ray then took calls for the remainder of the hour.

07 29 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call-in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, Dr. 
Ray talked about the different ways parents react to children.  A caller asked about naming a guardian for his 
children in the event of his and his wifes death that was not a relative.  Dr. Ray said that not choosing family 
members is not being disloyal.  The main thing is that he needed to choose someone that he and his wife had faith 
and confidence in to be loving parents.  Another caller said he was divorced and his live in girlfriend just left him 
and he had no money coming in to make monthly payments.  Dr. Ray suggested he contact his parish priest to help 
sort out the divorce and annulment and to contact his local job and family services to see what kind of financial help 
he might need to sustain him.  Dr. Ray then took calls for the remainder of the hour.

07 30 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes  Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  In his monologue, Dr. 
Ray talked about how parents discipline with words.  He said the main thing is that the children know when parents 
mean business, and this can be done by body language the look, and the tone of voice.  A parent does not have to 
raise his or her voice in order to get their point across.  A caller, who was 20 years old, lost her mother last year 
from cancer and is still suffering tremendously; she wondered if there was something wrong with her.  Dr. Ray told 
her that we never know the power of grief until it hits us.  He said that at least for the first year there are no roles on 
grieving; you can cry at a moment’s notice or laugh and feel guilty about laughing.  There will be people who try to 
give her advice, and Dr. Ray said she should tell them, thank you and ignore the advice as it is just their opinion.  
The only time she should worry about being abnormal is if, all of a sudden, she shut down, did not do her school 
work or would not go out with friends.  Another caller asked about disciplining his 20 month old.  Should he tell her 
once, twice or how long should he wait before disciplining?  Dr. Ray said at this time in her life she needs to know 



that when Daddy says something, he means business, and should act with a time out or whatever the situation calls 
for immediately.  Dr. Ray took calls for the remainder of the hour.

08 21 2013 at 1200 the Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  A man called in saying his 
doctor gave him the drug, Wellbutrin for depression.  He wanted to know if this was a good idea.  Dr. Ray said 
Wellbutrin is good for clinical depression that is caused by a bio chemical imbalance.  It works about two thirds of 
the time and a notice of improvement will take place in a few weeks as the mood improves, energy goes up and 
sleeping is better.  Dr. Ray said the majority of depression is a life induced caused by events or a series of 
circumstances.  Dr. Ray said unfortunately there is no test for bio chemical depression.  It is just a judgement call by 
the doctor, so Dr. Ray encouraged the caller to make certain he tells his doctor how he is feeling at his return 
appointment.  Another caller asked Dr. ray how to balance his time between six children, all boys, ranging in age 
from six months to 16 years old.  Dr. Ray said that there is no way to spend as much time with each child as he did 
when there was just one or two.  Plus, the age differences and different schedules make it impossible.  Dr. Ray said 
that is why they have brothers and sisters to interact with them.  However, the caller should try to spend more one on 
one time like when he goes to run an errand take one of the boys with him.  This will be more valuable to the 
children.  Dr. Ray took calls the remainder of the hour.

08 20 2013 at 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation  40 minutes   Host Dr. Amy Hogan, M.D., a general 
medical doctor and fertility specialist interviewed Dr. David Wagner, Pathologist on the wide world of pathology.  
They discussed the education needed to become a doctor of pathology, how they determine different diagnosis with 
slides, and the joys of being a pathologist.  They also discussed the changes in medicine in the past few decades and 
where it is likely to go in the future.  

09 03 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes  Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  He begins the show by 
talking about the atheist are smarter than religious people study and whether or not this is true, how it’s measured, 
and whether or not it is a study conducted strictly by atheist.  Dr. Ray’s response to this study is that high I.Q.s go 
into faith attacking environments such as professional careers like academics, science, and the medical field.  
Historically, those who were religious were the smartest and most educated who would in turn educate others.  He 
concludes by saying that the study needs to be based on more than just a high I.Q., it needs social and emotional 
skills along with insight to truly equal a well rounded person.  The first caller of the program asked Dr. Rays opinion 
on spanking for discipline.  Dr. Ray responds by saying that the world views the big three sins ad being smoking, 
spanking and having more than six children.  New data shows that spanking is bad when used as a response to 
emotion of the parent, such as expressing the end of the parent’s patience or saying I’ve had it, but good when used 
as an infraction, telling the child that his or her action was wrong.  The second caller commented that the 4th sin 
viewed by the world is littering, to which Dr. Ray responds that the moral outlook of today is that littering in the 
park is bad but add five different kids littering in the park and you are in real trouble.  Dr. Ray took calls the 
remainder of the hour.

09 19 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is In 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.  He begins the show by 
talking about our children, how our own kids are the smartest, cutest, sweetest, etc., and children answering phones 
recording answering machine greetings (he is not a fan of this and gives examples of his experience with his own 
kids answering the phone.  The first caller of the program has a problem with her 8 year old daughter talking back 
and was wondering if there was anything she could do to stop decrease this.  Dr. Ray answers by saying that parents 
are enablers who allow their children to talk back and suggests having her daughter write I will no longer be 
disrespectful to my mother 50 times every time she talks back or risk having her privileges allowance shut off, and 
not to quit doing it.  The second caller is caught in the middle of divorced friends and finally told them that he will 
not hear any more of this and wants to be left out of it.  Dr. Ray agreed that this was the correct solution.  The caller 
goes on to say that he dislikes how people this day and age say like too much.  Dr. Ray agrees and says that it is 
todays buffer word.  Dr. Ray took calls the remainder of the hour.

09 20 2013 at 1200 One Body Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes Dr. Amy Hogan M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks about abortion and contraception.  She gives a case as to how abortion and 



contraception has been accepted by the culture and the government.  She also makes a case as to why it should not 
be the healthy or moral alternative women, couples or families choose.

09 27 2013 at 1200  One Body: Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes  Dr. Amy Hogan M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks about headaches.  She talks about the different types of headaches, the many 
causes of headaches, when to be alarmed about a headache and the various treatments.
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